Native American Heritage Month
Titles available at Pasadena Public Library by Native American authors, and on topics and
experiences of Native Americans.

BOOKS FOR KIDS
Find a list of suggested titles in the CHILDREN’S Book Suggestions Guide at:
https://cityofpasadena.libguides.com/childrens_books/nativevoices

BOOKS FOR TEENS
Find a list of suggested titles in the Teen Book Suggestions Guide at:
https://cityofpasadena.libguides.com/teenbooks/nativeamerican

BOOKS FOR ADULTS
Living Nations, Living Words: An Anthology of First Peoples’ Poetry
Ed. By Joy Harjo ©2021
A powerful, moving anthology that celebrates the breadth of Native
poets writing today. Joy Harjo, the first Native poet to serve as U.S. Poet
Laureate, has championed the voices of Native peoples past and
present. Her signature laureate project gathers the work of
contemporary Native poets into a national, fully digital map of story,
sound, and space, celebrating their vital and unequivocal contributions
to American poetry. This companion anthology features each poem and
poet from the project to offer readers a chance to hold the wealth of
poems in their hands. With work from Natalie Diaz, Ray Young Bear,
Craig Santos Perez, Sherwin Bitsui, Layli Long Soldier, among others,
Living Nations, Living Words showcases, as Joy Harjo writes in her
stirring introduction, "poetry [that] emerges from the soul of a
community, the heart and lands of the people. In this country, poetry is
rooted in the more than 500 living indigenous nations. Living Nations,
Living Words is a representative offering.
811.008 LIV

When the Light of the World Was Subdued, Our Songs Came Through:
A Norton Anthology of Native Nations Poetry
Ed. By Joy Harjo ©2020
United States Poet Laureate Joy Harjo gathers the work of more than
160 poets, representing nearly 100 indigenous nations, into the first
historically comprehensive Native poetry anthology. This landmark
anthology celebrates the indigenous peoples of North America, the first
poets of this country, whose literary traditions stretch back centuries.
Opening with a blessing from Pulitzer Prize-winner N. Scott Momaday,
the book contains powerful introductions from contributing editors who
represent the five geographically organized sections. Each section begins
with a poem from traditional oral literatures and closes with emerging
poets, ranging from Eleazar, a seventeenth-century Native student at
Harvard, to Jake Skeets, a young Diné poet born in 1991, and including
renowned writers such as Luci Tapahanso, Natalie Diaz, Layli Long
Soldier, and Ray Young Bear. When the Light of the World Was Subdued,
Our Songs Came Through offers the extraordinary sweep of Native
literature, without which no study of American poetry is complete.
811.008 WHE
The Removed
Brandon Hobson ©2021
In the fifteen years since their teenage son, Ray-Ray, was killed in a
police shooting, the Echota family has been suspended in private grief.
The mother, Maria, increasingly struggles to manage the onset of
Alzheimer's in her husband, Ernest. Their adult daughter, Sonja, leads a
life of solitude, punctuated only by spells of dizzying romantic obsession.
And their son, Edgar, fled home long ago, turning to drugs to mute his
feelings of alienation.
With the family's annual bonfire approaching--an occasion marking both
the Cherokee National Holiday and Ray-Ray's death, and a rare moment
in which they openly talk about his memory--Maria attempts to call the
family together from their physical and emotional distances once more.
But as the bonfire draws near, each of them feels a strange blurring of
the boundary between normal life and the spirit world. Maria and Ernest
take in a foster child who seems to almost miraculously keep Ernest's
mental fog at bay. Sonja becomes dangerously fixated on a man named
Vin, despite--or perhaps because of--his ties to tragedy in her lifetime
and lifetimes before. And in the wake of a suicide attempt, Edgar finds
himself in the mysterious Darkening Land: a place between the living and
the dead, where old atrocities echo.

Drawing deeply on Cherokee folklore, The Removed seamlessly blends
the real and spiritual to excavate the deep reverberations of trauma--a
meditation on family, grief, home, and the power of stories on both a
personal and ancestral level.
My Heart Is a Chainsaw
Stephen Graham Jones ©2021
Shirley Jackson meets Friday the 13th in My Heart Is a Chainsaw, written
by the author of The Only Good Indians Stephen Graham Jones, called "a
literary master" by National Book Award winner Tananarive Due and
"one of our most talented living writers" by Tommy Orange.
Alma Katsu calls My Heart Is a Chainsaw "a homage to slasher films that
also manages to defy and transcend genre." On the surface is a story of
murder in small-town America. But beneath is its beating heart: a biting
critique of American colonialism, Indigenous displacement, and
gentrification, and a heartbreaking portrait of a broken young girl who
uses horror movies to cope with the horror of her own life.
Jade Daniels is an angry, half-Indian outcast with an abusive father, an
absent mother, and an entire town that wants nothing to do with her.
She lives in her own world, a world in which protection comes from an
unusual source: horror movies... especially the ones where a masked
killer seeks revenge on a world that wronged them. And Jade narrates
the quirky history of Proofrock as if it is one of those movies. But when
blood actually starts to spill into the waters of Indian Lake, she pulls us
into her dizzying, encyclopedic mind of blood and masked murderers,
and predicts exactly how the plot will unfold.
Yet, even as Jade drags us into her dark fever dream, a surprising and
intimate portrait emerges...a portrait of the scared and traumatized little
girl beneath the Jason Voorhees mask: angry, yes, but also a girl who
easily cries, fiercely loves, and desperately wants a home. A girl whose
feelings are too big for her body. My Heart Is a Chainsaw is her story, her
homage to horror and revenge and triumph.
FIC JONES, S

Heart Berries: A Memoir
Terese Marie Mailhot ©2018
Heart Berries is a powerful, poetic memoir of a woman's coming of age
on the Seabird Island Indian Reservation in the Pacific Northwest. Having
survived a profoundly dysfunctional upbringing only to find herself
hospitalized and facing a dual diagnosis of post traumatic stress disorder
and bipolar II disorder; Terese Marie Mailhot is given a notebook and
begins to write her way out of trauma. The triumphant result is Heart
Berries, a memorial for Mailhot's mother, a social worker and activist
who had a thing for prisoners; a story of reconciliation with her father-an
abusive drunk and a brilliant artist-who was murdered under mysterious
circumstances; and an elegy on how difficult it is to love someone while
dragging the long shadows of shame. Mailhot trusts the reader to
understand that memory isn't exact, but melded to imagination, pain,
and what we can bring ourselves to accept. Her unique and at times
unsettling voice graphically illustrates her mental state. As she writes,
she discovers her own true voice, seizes control of her story, and, in so
doing, reestablishes her connection to her family, to her people, and to
her place in the world.
92 MAILHOT, T
We Had A Little Real Estate Problem: The Unheralded Story of Native
Americans in Comedy
Kliph Nesteroff ©2021
It was one of the most reliable jokes in Charlie Hill's stand-up routine:
"My people are from Wisconsin. We used to be from New York. We had
a little real estate problem." In We Had a Little Real Estate Problem,
acclaimed comedy historian Kliph Nesteroff focuses on one of comedy's
most significant and little-known stories: how, despite having been
denied representation in the entertainment industry, Native Americans
have influenced and advanced the art form.
The account begins in the late 1880s, when Native Americans were
forced to tour in wild west shows as an alternative to prison. (One
modern comedian said it was as "if a Guantanamo detainee suddenly
had to appear on X-Factor.") This is followed by a detailed look at the life
and work of seminal figures such as Cherokee humorist Will Rogers and
Hill, who in the 1970s was the first Native American comedian to appear
The Tonight Show.
Also profiled are several contemporary comedians, including Jonny
Roberts, a social worker from the Red Lake Nation who drives five hours
to the closest comedy club to pursue his stand-up dreams; Kiowa-

Apache comic Adrianne Chalepah, who formed the touring group the
Native Ladies of Comedy; and the 1491s, a sketch troupe whose satire is
smashing stereotypes to critical acclaim. As Ryan Red Corn, the Osage
member of the 1491s, says: "The American narrative dictates that
Indians are supposed to be sad. It's not really true and it's not indicative
of the community experience itself...Laughter and joy is very much a part
of Native culture."
Featuring dozens of original interviews and the exhaustive research that
is Nesteroff's trademark, We Had a Little Real Estate Problem is a
powerful tribute to a neglected legacy.
970.00497 NES
Redbone: The True Story of a Native American Rock Band
Christian Staebler (Illustrator) ©2020
Brothers Pat and Lolly Vegas were talented Native American rock
musicians that took the 1960s Sunset Strip by storm. They influenced
The Doors and jammed with Jimmy Hendrix before he was 'Jimi', and the
idea of a band made up of all Native Americans soon followed.
Determined to control their creative vision and maintain their cultural
identity, they eventually signed a deal with Epic Records in 1969. But as
the American Indian Movement gained momentum the band took a
stand, choosing pride in their ancestry over continued commercial
reward. Created in cooperation with the Vegas family, authors Christian
Staebler and Sonia Paoloni with artist Thibault Balahy take painstaking
steps to ensure the historical accuracy of this important and often
overlooked story of America's past. Part biography and part research
journalism, Redbone provides a voice to a people long neglected in
American history.
GRAPHIC NOVELS: 782.42166 STA
The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee: Native America from 1890 to the
Present
David Treuer ©2019
The received idea of Native American history--as promulgated by books
like Dee Brown's mega-bestselling 1970 Bury My Heart at Wounded
Knee--has been that American Indian history essentially ended with the
1890 massacre at Wounded Knee. Not only did one hundred fifty Sioux
die at the hands of the U. S. Cavalry, the sense was, but Native
civilization did as well. Growing up Ojibwe on a reservation in
Minnesota, training as an anthropologist, and researching Native life
past and present for his nonfiction and novels, David Treuer has
uncovered a different narrative. Because they did not disappear--and

not despite but rather because of their intense struggles to preserve
their language, their traditions, their families, and their very existence-the story of American Indians since the end of the nineteenth century to
the present is one of unprecedented resourcefulness and reinvention. In
The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee, Treuer melds history with reportage
and memoir. Tracing the tribes' distinctive cultures from first contact, he
explores how the depredations of each era spawned new modes of
survival. The devastating seizures of land gave rise to increasingly
sophisticated legal and political maneuvering that put the lie to the myth
that Indians don't know or care about property. The forced assimilation
of their children at government-run boarding schools incubated a
unifying Native identity. Conscription in the US military and the pull of
urban life brought Indians into the mainstream and modern times, even
as it steered the emerging shape of self-rule and spawned a new
generation of resistance.
970.00497 TRE
Cherokee America
Margaret Verble ©2019
A baby, a black hired hand, a bay horse, a gun, and a neighbor have all
gone missing in the same corner of the Cherokee Nation West. Cherokee
America Singer, known as Check, is none too pleased with these
developments. As a wealthy farmer, the mother of five boys, and the
matriarch of her family, she's accustomed to wielding authority. And
she's determined to find out what's going on.
In the aftermath of the Civil War, complex alliances and simmering race
and culture clashes unite and divide the people living on Cherokee lands.
Tensions mount and violence escalates, and the long arm of white law
encroaches further into Indian Territory. Determined to survive and
thrive on their own terms after decades of betrayal and hardship,
Check's family, friends, and neighbors must come together to avenge a
crime, outwit federal authorities, and protect their sovereignty.
Inspired by Margaret Verble's family history and written with dry humor
and a lot of heart, Cherokee America is a different kind of Western, one
told from a Native American point of view and with a mixed-race woman
at its center. Check--member of a distinguished Cherokee family,
daughter of a famous soldier and a slaveholder, wife of an abolitionist--is
a necessary, revelatory addition to the literature of the American
frontier.
FIC VERBLE, M

White Magic: Essays

Elissa Washuta ©2021
Throughout her life, Elissa Washuta has been surrounded by cheap
facsimiles of Native spiritual tools and occult trends, "starter witch kits"
of sage, rose quartz, and tarot cards packaged together in paper and
plastic. Following a decade of abuse, addiction, PTSD, and heavy-duty
drug treatment for a misdiagnosis of bipolar disorder, she felt drawn to
the real spirits and powers her dispossessed and discarded ancestors
knew, while she undertook necessary work to find love and meaning. In
this collection of intertwined essays, she writes about land, heartbreak,
and colonization, about life without the escape hatch of intoxication,
and about how she became a powerful witch. She interlaces stories from
her forebears with cultural artifacts from her own life--Twin Peaks, the
Oregon Trail II video game, a Claymation Satan, a YouTube video of
Stevie Nicks and Lindsey Buckingham--to explore questions of cultural
inheritance and the particular danger, as a Native woman, of relaxing
into romantic love under colonial rule
133.43 WAS

